RAISING THE

STEAKS

Overview written by: Miche Warwick, Kootenay Food Communications Liaison.
In 2014, during the two-day Farm Food Fork (F3) conference, the Kootenay community came
together to discuss current local food issues, and to establish which are of key importance to
our food system. It became apparent that an issue of pressing concern is local meat production and consumption, and the challenges associated with this industry. To address this, the
West Kootenay Permaculture Coop Association (WKPCA) chose to devote the entire 2015 F3
conference to the subject of local meat.
Farm Food Fork 2015 happened on Friday March 27th, and brought farmers, consumers,
food experts, advocates and policy makers, from all corners of the Kootenay Boundary,
together in Nelson for a one day intensive look into the current state of our local meat
system. Beginning at 9 am sharp, and running through until 9 pm, we heard from numerous
inﬂuential guest speakers, received insight through an informative panel discussion,
witnessed a live-demo butchery that vividly presented a message that surely evoked concern
in all who were present, ate an abundance of local food (including a dinner feast of oﬀal
delicacies), caught a sneak peak of ﬁlm-in-the-works ‘Feeding Ourselves’, and had the opportunity to participate in strategic round table discussions. To say that this event did anything
less than reiterate the imperative need to acknowledge the barriers we face with raising,
producing and eating local meat – sustainably – would be an understatement.
F3: Raising the STEAKS saw nearly 200 attendees, all of whom share a belief that something
needs to change, to improve, so that local meat production and consumption can become a
sustainable operation for farmers in our region.

To create a graphic representation of this need for change, F3 began with a ‘Mapping Our Meat’
exercise. When entering the event, each person was asked to place stickers on a map to signify what
kind of animals they had on their land and how many of each. The intention of the exercise was to
display the disconnect between our capacity to raise animals and our processing plants. This map
presented an area from Grand Forks, north to Nakusp, east to Creston, and south to the US border.
By the end of the day, the map had become saturated with stickers representing animals in the
Slocan Valley, the area of Playmor Junction, Fruitvale and Creston. A second set of stickers, representing red meat and poultry abattoirs, was placed on the map by the WKPCA to show where these
facilities currently exist and operate in the area. Amongst the saturation of animal stickers, were only
two red meat abattoirs (in Creston and in Rock Creek, west of Grand Forks), and three poultry abattoirs (Creston, Passmore, Grand Forks).
The resulting depiction is obvious: the area of Playmor Junction and the Slocan Valley have a high
concentration of animals and must transport them approximately 200 km to Rock Creek, or 150 km
to Creston to be slaughtered. The results from this mapping exercise have been shared with Selkirk
College who has a student researcher working on creating a digitized map that can be shared with
funders, policy makers and those interested in our food economy.

The speaker guest list for F3 boasted many food experts from across the BC region, including Felix
Schellenberg who gave the keynote address of the day. Felix and his partner Jasmine own and operate Rafter 25 Ranch in the Chilcotin Valley. Rafter 25 has been farming using organic principles since
1998 and became a fully biodynamic farm in 2000. During his keynote address, Schellenberg shared
how and why they built their on-farm abattoir; how this has beneﬁted their farm; and how this has
contributed to their ability to operate biodynamically, and completely self-sustainably. We learned
about the golden triangle of success they employ: farm to butcher shop to restaurant, and through
this, Schellenberg enlightened us with the advice that, the bottom line to farming cannot be money.
Our focus needs to be on living a good, healthy, sustainable life. To the Schellenbergs, some of the
key components to this lifestyle are land stewardship, ethical meat production and consumption,
and maintaining soil health by never using chemical pesticides or fertilizers.
Rafter 25 Ranch provides organic beef, chicken, pork and turkey year round, fresh or frozen. They sell
directly to the public through their store in Vancouver, and they supply their own restaurant/store,
‘Kinikinik’, located in Redstone, with all of their meat demands. Their meat products are not available
on the shelves of grocery stores, as their mandate embraces farmer direct sales. The animals at
Rafter 25 Ranch live a healthy, happy life on this biodynamic farm, and they are ethically harvested in
the same place. Special emphasis is placed both on providing a comfortable, soothing environment
and a non-traumatic harvesting experience.
Rafter 25 maintains an important spiritual component when harvesting their animals that is in line
with the belief system of the Tsilhqot’in (Chilcotin) First Nation, which encourages deep respect for
the animals sacriﬁcing their lives for our sustenance. When Kootenay Food Communications Liaison,
Miche Warwick, asked steakholders how they liked Schellenberg’s presentation, the response was
unanimous and identical from everyone, “I could listen to Felix speak all day, his information is
invaluable.”
Other guest speakers throughout the day included Paul Kelly, the Grocery Manager at the Kootenay
Co-op; Adrian Leslie, a biologist working in the Columbia Basin for 15 years, who is leading a food
systems research project for the Columbia Basin Rural Development Institute (RDI); Abra Brynne
from Food Secure Canada (FSC), who worked as an agricultural and food systems consultant
throughout BC for two decades prior to joining the FSC in 2012; Alex Berland, a farmer from the
Slocan Valley who owns and operates Tulaberry Farm and Passmore Pluckers Poultry Abattoir; Jon
Steinman, a local food journalist who created ‘Deconstructing Dinner’, a weekly one hour radio show
that stopped airing in 2010 but is still ranked the top Canadian food podcast; and Ben Carson,
co-owner of Legendary Meats in the Slocan Valley.
A panel discussion lead by Abra Brynne further included Dave Anderson, a retired meat cutter who
has worked in the meat industry for more than 25 years; Alex Berland, from Passmore Pluckers
(mentioned above); Dale MacNamar, co-owner and operator of Goat River Farms and Kootenay
Natural Meats in Creston; and Dave Charchuk, Dave Charchuk, who until the day after F3 when he
retired, worked as a local Meat Inspection – Liaison Oﬃcer in our area.

Through these informative presentations, that were speciﬁc to the challenges we are facing here in
the West Kootenay’s, we received invaluable advice, statistics, and suggestions on how to create
more sustainable local meat production and consumption. The ‘Business of Feed’ was discussed,
with pros and con’s presented that demonstrated the beneﬁt of focusing on bringing back lost nutrients from a wasteful food system.
We were presented with staggering facts that support the imperative need for more meat processing
facilities in locations relative to the concentration of animals that exist in our area. Adrian Leslie
shared with us that ﬁrst, if all of the cattle that are raised here in Kootenay’s, stayed here for consumption by the local community, our beef production would be 75% suﬃcient to feed the population. And, if we could return to the number of beef cows our farmers were raising in 1996 (before
new regulations came into place), our beef production would be 110% suﬃcient to feed our community. From Abra Brynne we learned that our livestock numbers have signiﬁcantly decreased due to
policy changes since 2001.
We no longer have enough people with the required skill sets to operate abattoirs. Brynne noted that
consumer ignorance plays a role with small scale meat producers, and that by educating the public
we can teach them about our local meat industry so they have a better understanding of what they
are paying for and why. The panel of meat experts and farmers formed a dialogue that told a clear
story: prior to new regulations, our local meat industry was thriving and healthy; after the introduction of new policies, our local meat production and consumption decreased and few farmers were
able to continue raising animals; and, building meat processing facilities near to a concentration of
meat farms encourages a reemergence of small-scale farmers raising animals, which drastically
improves the ability of our community to source local meat.

Complementing the presentations, were late afternoon strategic round table sessions, which everyone was encouraged to participate in. This opportunity allowed attendees to zero-in on their personal
topic of interest, and really invest in discussing solutions to challenges our local meat industry is
currently facing. These lively and animated discussions provided much input into the points made
previously in the day by presenters.
Key needs & opportunities the group identiﬁed include:
The desire for a uniﬁed, centralized, cohesive body to organize and represent the
local Kootenay food system is shared unanimously – everyone wants to be connected;
A red meat abattoir/processing facility in, or near to, the Slocan Valley/Playmor Junction is a
must for current meat farmers to continue farming (one farmer, Jim Ross, spoke up and said it
was time for the application to be ﬁled, and proceded to do so the following week);
There is a great need for development in regards to locally producing feed for animals;
There is a need for education about the beneﬁts of supporting, and investing in, our
local meat system – and to coincide with this, farmers need help marketing and selling
their product, as they don’t have the time to do this.

These round table discussions allowed for F3 presenters to join event attendees and collaborate together
about the possible solutions we can integrate into our food system, with the goal of working towards a
more food secure future for our community.
To add to these fantastic presentations and round table discussions, the event also featured evening ‘GrassFED Talks’ from Felix and Jasmine Schellenberg, Kayte Rock & Colleen Emery, Andrew Bennett, and Jean
Jones & Adrian Leslie. These short talks were designed to provide insight to the general public about some
of the beneﬁts of choosing to eat wholesome local meat and supporting ethical and sustainable local meat
production.

To really shed light on the current state of our local foodshed as it is, for steakholders and steakeaters alike,
independent ﬁlm maker Lisa Safrik with the support of WKPCA has begun creating a documentary ﬁlm
called ‘Feeding Ourselves’. This documentary is being ﬁlmed throughout the Kootenay’s, and already has
over 50 volunteer participants including farmers, restaurants, chefs, farmer’s markets, retailers, butchers
and policy makers. This is a ﬁlm made by our community, for our community, and seeks to provide knowledge and understanding of our local food system.
The hot topic of local meat production comes up often during the ﬁlming and interviewing process. The
Kootenay Co-op generously sponsored the editing together of some meat-centric content so that the
current meat issues could be shared through the creation of a new trailer. This ten minute trailer for the
ﬁlm was debuted at F3, and drove home the vital message of the whole event: for local meat production
and consumption in the West Kootenay’s to become sustainable, change is needed. Currently, the demand
for local meat far outstrips the supply, partly due to the regulation changes in 2007, which meant that small
farms could no longer sell to anyone, and many farmers decided to stop producing meat. “Our population
is probably up 300%, but we have only about 10% of the meat that we did 30 years ago,” quotes butcher,
Dave Anderson. The Passmore Pluckers Poultry Abattoir was started by Alex Berland and Judi Morton to
promote small poultry farmers. The ﬁrst year this is actually starting to happen, is 2015. “If the poultry
abattoir didn’t exist, small poultry farms wouldn’t exist either,” says Morton.
The Kootenay Meat trailer expresses the need for a Class B Licensed Abattoir in, or around, the Slocan
Valley or Playmor Junction, and the desire for it to be tied into something larger – distribution, storage,
and/or retail – to ensure it is a sustainable and ever-lasting operation. Currently, many farmers in our area
are having to pack their animals in trucks and transport them 150-200 km to the nearest abattoir for
harvest. The ‘Feeding Ourselves’ trailer and the entire F3 event, showcased many farmers, butchers and
policy makers who believe a viable solution to this is building new meat processing facilities where the
demand exists.

You can watch the 10 minute Kootenay Meat trailer at: w w w . k o o t e n a y f o o d . c o m / ﬁ l m

As an introduction to the F3 ‘Oﬀal Challenge’ Dinner Feast, Ben
Carson, co-owner and butcher at Legendary Meats in Slocan Park,
presented a live demo butchery of a side of beef. Carson’s entire
demonstration carried with it, a message of encouragement to
embrace the whole beast by using and/or consuming as much of
the animal as you can, while creating as little waste as possible.
While Carson spoke about the tradition of our industrial meat
system producing a lot of waste, he provided an image of this for
everyone to see by showing how little of an entire side of beef
consumers prefer to eat.
Carson made three ‘prime’ cuts from the side of beef piled high on
a table on stage, which are the three most consumed cuts of beef
purchased at the common grocery store. The substantial amount
of remaining beef is typically left for the butcher to deal with.
Carson’s message to the audience was to consider animal waste
as being at the forefront of our challenge of eating local meat
sustainably.

THE HUME
Beef Liver

certified organic grassfed BC beef

Max and Irma's

Beef Kidney and Marrow Bones
certified organic grassfed BC beef

Soup du Jar

Chicken Bones
Pasture raised BC GMO free

Gypsy Wagon
Pig trotters

Chez Totoche
Beef tongue

certified organic grassfed BC beef

To further encourage the acceptance of ‘cooking with the whole
beast’, the WKPCA challenged six local chefs to prepare a dinner
buﬀet feast using oﬀal. The buﬀet feast was delicious! Afterwards,
eaters ‘voted with their fork’ for the oﬀal preparation they loved
the most. The winner was Cantina del Centro who prepared beef
tongue and cheek tacos. “I was particularly impressed with the
chef challenge. I loved sharing with consumers, the experience of
‘thinking outside the chicken breast and sirloin tip’, and rather, to
embrace the nutritional qualities of the whole beast,” says Shauna
Teare, Chair of the WKPCA and one of three Farm Food Fork event
coordinators.
The purpose of the butchery demo & the
oﬀal feast, is to express to consumers the idea
that we could create less externalized and industry
waste, if we consumed meat more mindfully and
locally,” Teare added.

Cantina Del Centro
Beef cheeks and tongues
certified organic grassfed BC beef

It is necessary to mention the inclusion of ‘local’ in Farm Food Fork: Raising the STEAKS. Due care was put
in to sourcing only local food for the lunchtime feast and throughout the day coﬀee and tea service
featured local coﬀee, mixed teas and baked goodies. Many hands made possible the delicious pulled
pork sandwiches enjoyed at lunch, and the story of how it came to our plates was another tasty lesson.
Hog raised by Jim Ross : Havesome Hogs
Delivered & Documented by Feeding Ourselves Film Maker
Slaughter + Return Delivery by Tarzwell
Pork cut by Legendary Meats
Pork Smoked by Wicked Southern BBQ
Pulled and Served by The Hume Kitchen
Accompanied by many fermented, grown + simmered local foods
Enjoyed by hundreds of Kootenay Food Lovers!
Farm Food Fork: Raising the STEAKS was a networking extravaganza of local steakholders; a snout-to-tail
celebration of local food; and a conference that needed to happen in order for farmers, consumers,
advocates and policy makers to initiate the adequate lifestyle changes and decisions necessary to build a
more sustainable and secure future for our local meat industry here in the West Kootenay’s.

As a follow up to Friday’s event, the WKPCA hosted two interactive workshops the following day, Saturday
March 28th, at Tulaberry Farm in Passmore. The morning workshop, Rotational Grazing, was instructed
by Felix Schellenberg, keynote speaker of the previous day’s event. This workshop focused on how you
can improve the biodiversity of your land, and the quality of your soil and pasture, through rotational
grazing. Featured topics included fencing, irrigation, water for stock, supplementation, animal health,
forage substitution, animal handling, and stockmanship. This workshop tied in perfectly with the theme
of F3, as it taught holistic land management and land stewardship in regards to raising livestock.
The afternoon workshop, Biodynamics and the 7 Preparations, was instructed by Jasmine Schellenberg,
who presented a ﬁlm along with materials brought from Rafter 25 Ranch which they use in their preparations, to help participants understand biodynamic farming. With biodynamic farming, emphasis is placed
on the integration of crops and livestock, recycling of nutrients, maintenance of soil, and the health and
wellbeing of crops and animals; even the farmer is part of the ‘whole’. The workshop encouraged participants to think about the interactions within a farm ecosystem, and the natural tendency to address the
environmental, social and ﬁnancial aspects of the farm through holistic management. This workshop
complimented the concept of using the ‘whole beast’ presented at F3 the day before, and provided
excellent instruction on how to easily incorporate these biodynamic preparations into your homestead
or farm.

The 2nd annual Farm Food Fork event was presented by the West Kootenay Permaculture Co-op.
Member lead & produced by: Damon Chouinard, Shauna Teare & Steph Wetherell.
This not for proﬁt co-op aims to build the kootenay food economy through sustainably and resiliancy
initaives like F3. Learn more about WKPC at: w w w . k o o t e n a y f o o d . c o m

FARM FOOD FORK : RAISING THE STEAKS was made
possible by the support of these amazing SPONSORS:

Big Beef Sponsors

design. build. inspire.

Whole Hog Sponsors

Spring Lamb Sponsors

Early Bird Sponsors
Special Thanks to: Gaia Tree Whole Foods, Evergreen Natural Foods, Save-on-Foods, & all our volunteers!

